Fairy Caravan Instructions
You will need the following items to create your own fairy caravan:
Building

Papier-mâche

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 x pieces of thick Cardboard
Some thinner Cardboard (4 x sides of cereal box)
Template Printout (or draw your own on A4)
Pritt Stick
Masking Tape
Scissors
Craft Knife
Cutting Mat
Something sharp to make a hole (scissors, awl,
screw driver)
Wooden Skewers
Pliers or snips to cut skewers
Round object ( jar lid)
Pencil
Ruler
Sting
Coloured Paper/wrapping paper for lining

Newspaper
Water
PVA Glue
Brush
Table cover

Decorating
•
•
•
•
•

Acrylic Paint
Paint Tray
Brushes
Water
Table cover

Building
Step 1 - Cut out pieces for caravan
Using the Caravan Template, cut out front and back from thicker cardboard sheets.

- Start with the back panel first and also use this template to cut out a lining paper
- Next, cut the window and door out of the template and cut the front panel out. Using
a craft knife will make it much easier to cut the window and door out of cardboard
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Step 2 - Cut out wheels
Using your round object (I used the lid from a mayo jar) as a template, create the wheels
from the final piece of thick cardboard.

- I cut out 4 circles then glued them together so they would be sturdy
- Create a hole carefully in the centre of each wheel set with a sharp object

Step 3 - Prepare middle section
Take the thin cardboard and create middle section that will connect front and back. For
this I have used the front panels from an 840g family size cereal box measuring roughly
19 x 34cm.

-

Mark 2cms from the edge on the long side of each panel and draw a line
With scissors, cut “fringe” all the way along each edge up to the marked line
Fold fringes along line to prepare for gluing
Tape the 2 fringed panels together

Step 4 - Put front and back together
Connect front and back of caravan using the fringed middle piece we have prepared.
This part can be a little tricky so just go slowly and do a little bit at a time. It helps if
you tear up some small pieces of tape ready to go!

- Apply a line of glue around the edge of the back piece and work your way around
-

placing fringes onto the glue and securing with tape as you go
Stick back wall lining paper in with glue stick
Repeat for the front panel
Secure from the outside with masking tape to strengthen and hold together well

Step 5 - Attach base of caravan
Create a base for the caravan which doubles as a stand. I have used both edges of the
cereal box for this with the flaps at the top remaining.

- Test and see how the pieces will fit inside the caravan and decide how much you will
-

need to trim from the bottom edge (the side with no flap)
Tape both panels together to fit
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- Secure in place inside and then outside the caravan with more masking tape

Step 6- Finishing touches
Finally, glue in lining for floor, use your sharp object to pierce a hole for string.

Papier-mâché
Step 1 - Papier-mâché top of caravan
Start by covering the top of the caravan with binding strips of papier-mâché along the
edge. 2 parts PVA glue and 1 part water is a good consistency. If you don’t have PVA
you can also use flour and water to papier-mâché.

- Layer with strips going in the opposite direction
- For best results, a minimum of 2 layers is best

Step 2 - Papier-mâché bottom of caravan
Once the caravan is dry enough to turn over (roughly 2hrs to touch dry in air) and
repeat the above process with the bottom of the caravan and wheels.

- Once caravan is touch dry completely, mix some white acrylic paint into the PVA
mix and paint a base coat onto the full caravan and leave to dry overnight (8hrs at
least)

Painting
Get creative and decorate your caravan in whatever way you think looks best! The
faeries in my garden like rainbows and sparkles so this is what I used. I would
recommend a thick coat of PVA at the end of painting to seal everything. Please note
your caravan won’t be waterproof, but the PVA will help it be more sturdy.

TOP TIP:
I have also included a handy colouring sheet below for you to design your caravan
paintwork while waiting for it to dry!
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I hope you enjoyed this tutorial, if you would
like to follow my work:
Facebook: Susan Laws Artwork
Instagram: @susanlawsartwork
Twitter: @SusanLawsArt
Etsy: Susan Laws Artwork
www.zuzianova.com

Thank you to Clydesider Magazine!
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